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EXCLUSIVE
FOCUS
PM Modi presents his vision for
‘New India’ at Bharat Ki Baat,
Sabke Saath
The rising global stature of India is evident from the
soaring welcome received by PM Narendra Modi
during his international visits. In the extraordinary
and historic location of Westminster Hall in
London, PM Narendra Modi presents his vision
and trajectory of ‘New India’ . Addressing the Indian
diaspora in London in the landmark event titled
‘Bharat ki Baat, Sabke Saath’, PM Modi asserted
that people have more expectations from the Government because they know that the Government
can deliver. People know when they say something, the Government will listen and do it.

What did the PM say?
'Besabri' is not a bad thing. If a person has a
cycle, a person aspires a scooter. If a person
has a scooter, a person aspires a car. It is
nature to aspire. India is getting increasingly
aspirational
Mahatma Gandhi turned the struggle for
independence into a mass movement. In
the same way, development should now
become a 'Jan Andolan'
Democracy is not any contract or agreement, it is about participative governance
Democracy cannot succeed without
constructive criticism. I want this Government to be criticised. Criticism makes
democracy strong
We believe in peace. But we will not tolerate
those who like to export terror. We will give
back strong answers and in the language
they understand
Hard work, honesty and the aﬀection of 125
crore Indians are my assets
We have a million problems but we also
have a billion people to solve them
We live in a technology driven society today.
In the era of artiﬁcial intelligence, we cannot
refrain from embracing technology
I have lived in poverty, I know what it is to be
poor and belong to the backward sections
of society. I want to work for the poor, the
marginalised and the downtrodden
I was not born with an aim to be in history
books. Remember our country and not
Modi
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TOP STORIES
India’s 7 % projected growth rate expected to grow manifoldAsian Development Bank report
India’s growth trajectory reﬂects that the government led by PM
Narendra Modi is committed to its vision of Transforming India. The
cohesive and inclusive growth can be attributed to the Government’s pro-people and proactive approach in enabling Ease of Living
for ciizens. The Government is working towards realizing the vision

7%

for New India and has nurtured an ecosystem where the economy
is primed for growth and where growth promotes all round development.

Highlighting government endeavours like Make in India, Digital India and policy
approaches that seek to remove red tape and pave a smooth path for the investors as
could be corroborated from the latest ‘Ease of Doing Business’ report, the government is
surging ahead with reforms that seeks to transform India.

The chief economist of the
Asian Development Bank
lauded India’s projected
growth over 7% for the
current ﬁscal and called it
‘amazingly fast’.
Another important facet mentioned by the chief economist is that India’s growth is further sustained by the
domestic market where export forms one of the cornerstones. In this context apart from pitching India as an
attractive destination for investment and entrepreneurship, PM Modi had undertaken crucial structural
reforms including demonetisation and the roll out of the of the Goods and Service Tax (GST) that has not only
resulted in strong growth in private consumption and services but led to a recovery in private investment.
Lastly, highlighting the need for tapping the broadening market, the report has also mentioned recent progress in India’s service sector that has witnessed an increase in job creation has also been instrumental in
accelerating the pace of economic growth.
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PM Narendra Modi - President XI Jinping informal summit :
Moving towards a new equilibrium in India - China understanding

The recently concluded informal summit between PM Narendra Modi and the President of People’s Republic
of China Xi Jinping at Wuhan in China is a promising step towards enhancing the relationship between the
countires. During the summit, both the leaders exchanged their views on overarching issues of bilateral
global importance and to elaborate their respective visions and priorities for national development in the
context of the current and future international relations.
Highlighting the emergence of India and China as two large economies with both strategic and decisional autonomy, the leaders stated that their decisions have both regional and global implications.
In this context, a common vision for ‘Asian Century’ that will entail both a peaceful , stable and balanced Asia along
with economic growth and development could only be enhanced if both India and China work in collaboration .
An apt characterization of the warming up of the bilateral ties could be noticed in their eﬀort to strengthen the
‘Closer Development Partnership ‘ in a mutually beneﬁcial and sustainable manner in pursuit of both national
modernisation and greater prosperity for its people .

Key takeaways from the summit :1

To ensure peace and stability along the Indo-China
border and prevent any future ﬂare-ups India and
China agreed to intensify the work of the Special
Representatives on the India -China boundary question and urged them to intensify their eﬀorts to seek a
fair, reasonable mutually acceptable settlement.

3

Agreed to collaborate on facilitating sustainable
solutions for global challenges including climate
change , sustainable development , food security
etc

5

Emphasized on building an open, multipolar,
pluralist and participatory global economic order

7

Lastly recognized the common threat posed by
terrorism and reiterated their strong condemnation of and resolute opposition to end terrorism in
all its forms.
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Secondly, the two leaders agreed to push forward
bilateral trade and investment in a balanced and
sustainable manner by taking advantage of
complementarities between their two economies

4

Both the leaders recognized that India and China
as two major countries have an intersection of
interests and history and thereby agree to
strengthen strategic communication through
greater consultation on matters of common interest
The leaders also aﬃrmed their action to take a
joint lead in oﬀering innovative and sustainable
solutions to challenges faced by mankind in 21st
century including combating diseases, coordination action for disaster risk reduction and mitigating , addressing climate change and ushering in
digital empowerment

6
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PM Modi engages with the Indian diaspora in Stockholm
Key Takeaways from PM Modi’s Address:
India is going through a great transformation today
In the last four years, Government has worked
towards a developed and inclusive India
Government is focusing on ‘Ease of Living’
Through initiatives such as the International Yoga
Day, eﬀorts are being made to accelerate India’s
emergence as a global thought leader

Increase in subscriber base to 97.60
lakh under the Atal Pension Yojana
The Government of India is extremely concerned about
the old age income security of the working poor
throughout its course. As of April 12, 2018 the total
number of subscribers under Atal Pension Yojana has
crossed 97.60 lakhs.

Cumulative Subscriber Base (in Lakhs)

Technology is bringing about transparency and
accountability in governance
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PM Narendra Modi interacts
with Gold Coast CWG medallists
PM Narendra Modi interacted with the medal
winners of the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games
where he lauded their achievements and also
exuded his compliments to those who could not win
laurels but have performed creditably. Citing examples of Mary Kom and Pullela Gopichand , the PM
also reiterated the beneﬁt of yoga apart from talent,
training, concentration and hard work that is important for both the present and future sportspersons of
the country.
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Van Dhan Vikas Kendras to expand in
Tribal Districts across India
An important thrust of the government led by PM Narendra Modi has been to empower the lives of the poor
through sustainable livelihood opportunities. In this regard, PM Modi described that the tribal communities
act as a great force for national development and highlighted the need for developing strategies to foster a
spirit of inclusive and comprehensive growth among the tribal communities.

It was during the occasion of Ambedkar Jayanti, that PM Modi put forward the idea of
converging “Jan Dhan, Van Dhan and Gobar-Dhan” to empower tribal community. This
comes as a remarkable move which will usher in overall welfare for the tribal populace.

In this context , the Ministry of Tribal Aﬀairs has proposed to expand
the Van Dhan Vikas Kendras in tribal districts across the countries .The
aim of the establishment of these Kendras is to provide skill upgradation and capacity building training to increase the incomes of tribals .
The Ministry stated that the Van Dhan Vikas Kendras will be an important milestone in economic development of the tribals involved in
collection of Minor Forest Produce (MFP) by helping them in optimum
utilisation of natural resources. Further Tribal Cooperative Marketing
Development Federation of India (TRIFED) will provide the training and
the technical support.
The initiative has been designed to mainstream the tribal community by promoting primary value addition
to MFP at grassroots level which would form the basis for transforming the rural and tribal economy in the
future.
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India introduces ordinance for death penalty for rapists of girls below
12 years - A step towards women safety
Time and again, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has reiterated the importance of providing a safe and secure
environment to the women of the country. Moreover, the PM has further asserted that crimes against
women should be comprehended and dealt in a sensitive manner .

The Government has envisaged a
macro-level approach, to not only bring
the perpetrators of such crimes to justice,
but also enable in creating an overall safe
and secure environment for women
including minors in the society.

In this context, the promulgation of an ordinance by the Centre to amend the Indian Penal Code (IPC), the
Evidence Act, Code of Criminal Procedure and Protection of Children from Sexual Oﬀences (POSCO) Act,
includes the provision of capital punishment or death penalty for convicted rapists of children below the age
of 12 years as of April 21, 2018 is instrumental towards meting out justice to the women. This will further
aid in creating conducive conditions for an overall betterment of the women in the society .
Under the Criminal Law (Amendment) Ordinance 2018, some of the components have been laid out
below which encapsulates both the signiﬁcance of the law and the endeavour of the government to
impart justice to its women citizens and thereby accelerate the progress of our society. Some of the
measures which stand amended are as follows:-

1

The ordinance stipulates stringent punishment
for perpetrators of rape particularly of girls below
16 and 12 years. Death sentence has been
provided for rapists of girls under 12 years.

2

The minimum punishment in case of
women has been increased from rigorous imprisonment of seven years to 10
years, extendable to life imprisonment.

3

In case of rape of a girl under 16 years, the minimum punishment has been increased from 10
years to 20 years, extendable to imprisonment
for rest of life, which means jail term till the
convict's "natural life".

4

The punishment for the gang-rape of a
girl under 16 years of age will invariably
be imprisonment for the rest of the life
of a convict.

5

Moreover the ordinance also prescribes the
formation of new fast track courts that that will
be set up to deal with rape cases and special
forensic kits will be provided to all police stations
and hospitals in the long run.

6

Lastly the ordinance also recommends
the mandatory completion of rape
incidents within two months and
advised that trials should be completed
within two month.
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On the occasion of Ambedkar Jayanti , Government launches
initiatives to empower the lives of the poor
The Union Budget 2018 laid the foundation for the world’s largest healthcare programme, Ayushman
Bharat. The programme was oﬃcially launched by PM Narendra Modi on Ambedkar Jayanti with the
inauguration of a health centre in Bijapur, Chattisgarh.

The PM also launched ‘VAN DHAN’ Yojana
aimed towards the development of tribal
communities. Through video conferencing
he dedicated the Bhanupratappur - Gudum
railway line to the nation. In the areas
aﬀected by the left-wing extremism, he laid
the foundation stone for construction of roads
under Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana
(PMGSY), water supply scheme of Bijapur
and two bridges.

Rashtriya Gram Swaraj Abhiyan
Strengthening Governance Capabilities of PRIs* to achieve SDGs**
( 14th April to 5th May )
On the occasion of Ambedkar Jayanti, PM Modi
launched the Gram Swaraj Abhiyan as a commitment
towards achieving prosperity and happiness of all
villages.

The implementation and monitoring of
activity of scheme will broadly be aligned for
achieving Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) with main thrust on Panchayats
under Mission Antyodaya and 115 Aspirational
district identiﬁed by NITI Aayog.
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The initiative targeted at achieving saturation of eligible households/persons in the identiﬁed 21,058
villages; under seven ﬂagship pro-poor programes, namely Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana, Saubhagya,
Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana, Pradhan mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana,
Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana and Mission Indradhanush.

Ujjwala Yojana
(launched on May 1, 2016)

Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana
(Saubhagya)
(September, 2017)

Target - 5 crore originally now , 8 crore by
March 2020, Achievement so far : -

Target - 3.7 crore , Achievement- 39

3.57 crore connection release

lakh electriﬁed, 3.3 crore by
March 2019.

Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti
Bima Yojana

Pradhan mantri Suraksha
Bima Yojana

(May 9, 2015)

(May 9, 2015)

Coverage so far- 5.33 crore beneﬁciaries enrolled,

Coverage - 13.49 crore enrolled,

Achievement- 90,082 claims
Rs 1,802 crore disbursed.

Achievement - 16,469 claims
of Rs 328 crore disbursed

Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana

(March 2015)

Target- Universal Access to banking facilities , March 2015- 14.71 crore accounts , March
2018- 31.44 crore accounts , Achievement- Rs 78,404 crore

mobilised, 4,675 life insurance claims paid
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Study In India portal launched to attract students from
across the globe
With an aim to attract bright young minds from across the globe,
the ‘Study in India program’ was launched the ‘Study in India
‘portal (www.studyinindia.gov).

Takeaways from the initiative :‘Study in India’ website , a single window covering all
aspects relating to study in Indian institutions
launched on April 18, 2018
The website to supported by an App and Helpline
Number
Focus on students from 30 countries across Asia,
Africa, Commonwealth of Independent States and
Middle east
160 Indian Institutions oﬀered 15,000 seats in 1st
round and Indian institutions having 3.26 score on
NAAC and NIRF rankings included under the program

Powerful India: Last mile delivery of Rural Electrification!
28th April 2018 will be remembered as a historic day in realizing the vision of “Antyodaya”. On this day,
Government led by PM Narendra Modi achieved the feat of electrifying the last un-electriﬁed village out
of the 597,464 census villages across India. Rural electriﬁcation of the remaining 18,452 was one of the
most ambitious goals set by the Government in 2014. A new chapter has been scripted in journey
towards building New India as every village of India now has access to electricity. The last unelectriﬁed
village to be electriﬁed was Leisang village in the Senapati district of Manipur and the target has been
completed 12 days ahead of the deadline.

Number of Villages
Electriﬁed

7,108
2,587

2012-13
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Satyagraha to Swachhagraha : A journey of a hundred years
Evoking the spirit of the Champaran Satyagraha led by Mahatma Gandhi, PM Narendra Modi addressed
the National Convention of Swachhagrahis to mark the centenary celebrations of the Jan- Andolan. PM
Modi addressed 20,000 Swachhagrahis at the event and honoured the work of those citizens who have
transformed Swachh Bharat into a mass movement.

Moreover, in tandem with the spirit of the campaign, PM Modi also announced
a series of developmental initiatives as following:
For Water Supply and Sanitation Sector he unveiled a plaque for marking the foundation stone
of Motijheel Project, the Bettiah Nagar Parishad Water Supply Scheme, and four Ganga Projects.

For the Railways Sector, he laid the foundation stone for doubling of railway lines between Muzaffarpur and Sagauli, Sagauli and Valmikinagar. Through video link, he ﬂagged oﬀ the ﬁrst 12000 HP
Freight Electric Locomotive, and the Champaran Humsafar Express. The Prime Minister also dedicated ﬁrst phase of the Madhepura Electric Locomotive Factory to the nation.
Foundation stones for a road lane of NH-2 in Auranagabad Bihar-Jharkhand border section, a
petroleum oil lube and LPG terminal of Indian Oil Corporation Ltd at Motihari as well as LPG Plant
of HPCL at Sagauli were laid by him.
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A Step towards achieving Self Reliance in the Defence Sector:
DefExpo 2018
55,894 Cr.
43,746 Cr.

2013-14

2016-17

This year‘s DefExpo brought forward the crucial endeavours adopted by the Government led by PM
Narendra Modi whose primary objective in the defence policy has been the indigenisation of defence
manufacturing . In this regard PM Narendra Modi said that DefExpo “is an opportunity like none other
not only to discuss India’s defense requirements , but also to show-case for the ﬁrst time ever in such a
manner, India’s own defense manufacturing capabilities to the world”.
India has achieved signiﬁcant progress in defense production where Indian defense production has
progressively increased from Rs. 43,746 crores in 2013-14 to Rs. 55,894 crores in 2016-17. Major
takeaways from the PM’s speech :Government’s commitment to peace is just as strong as our commitment to protecting our
people & our territory
Defence Procurement Procedure has been revised with many speciﬁc provisions for stimulating
growth of domestic defence industry
Government is committed to establishing 2 Defence Industrial Corridors: 1 in Tamil Nadu &
1 in Uttar Pradesh; the corridors will become engines of economic development & growth of
defence industrial base
Government launched the ‘Innovation for Defence Excellence’ scheme, which will set up
Defence Innovation Hubs throughout the country
Government resolved the issue of providing bullet proof jackets to Indian soldiers which was
pending for years

Paving the roads for development of ‘New India’
PMGSY crossed an important milestone with 1,52,165 rural habitations being
connected by all-weather roads until March, 2018. 85% of the target achieved,
the target to provide all-weather road connectivity to 1,78,184 eligible
habitation has been preponed from 2022 to 2019.
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ISRO successfully launches its final navigation Satellite IRNSS-1I

ISRO scientists have successfully launched navigation satellite IRNSS-1I by PSLV.IRNSS -1I is the latest
member of the ‘Navigation with Indian Constellation (Navic) system. Navic also known as Indian regional
Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) is an independent regional navigation satellite system designed to
provide information in the Indian region and 1500 km around the Indian mainland.

Harnessing the spirit of entrepreneurship : PM Modi interacts with
MUDRA beneficiaries
PM Narendra Modi interacted with over 100 beneﬁciaries at his
residence on the completion of three years of the Pradhan
Mantri MUDRA Yojana. The scheme has been one of the ﬂagship initiatives of the government to promote the spirit of entrepreneurship by funding the unfunded. During the course of an
informal interaction, many beneﬁciaries, especially women
recounted their story of how the MUDRA loans have empowere
them and made them self-suﬃcient.

Ms. Kiran Kumari, a beneﬁciary

Ms. Munirabanu Shabbir Hussain

Ms. Veena Devi, from Kathua

from Bokaro, Jharkhand,

Malek from Surat,

District of Jammu and Kashmir

who received a loan of Rs. 2 lakh,

received a Mudra Loan of Rs.

works as a weaver. She received a

started her own toy and gift shop.

1.77 lakh. She took LMV driving

Mudra loan of

Earlier, she and her husband earned

training and is now earning Rs.

Rs. 1 lakh. She is now one of the

their livelihood selling toys as

25,000 per month, by driving an

leading manufacturers of

hawkers. After receiving the loan, she

auto rickshaw.

Pashmina shawls in her area.

has been able to establish herself as a
successful entrepreneur.
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ISRO scientists have successfully launched navigation satellite IRNSS-1I by PSLV.IRNSS -1I is the latest
member of the ‘Navigation with Indian Constellation (Navic) system. Navic also known as Indian regional
Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) is an independent regional navigation satellite system designed to
provide information in the Indian region and 1500 km around the Indian mainland.
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Fugitive Economic Offenders Ordinance: A decisive endeavor by
the government to combat economic malpractice in the society
In a move to combat the string of economic malpractices that have fraught our economic scenario, the
Union Cabinet on April 21 2018 approved the Fugitive Economic Oﬀenders Ordinance which is targeted
at high-proﬁle oﬀenders in ﬁnancial malpractices.
The objective of the Ordinance is to prevent economic oﬀenders evade national
laws by remaining outside the jurisdiction of Indian courts after committing
economic oﬀences. The ambit of the term economic oﬀences include those that
are deﬁned under the Indian Penal Code, the Prevention of Corruption Act, the
SEBI Act, the Customs Act , the Companies Act, Limited Liability Partnership Act and
the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code.
Moreover the ordinance covers economic oﬀences that have a value of Rs 100
crore or more where the oﬀenders commit economic oﬀences as mentioned
under the above scope. The Ordinance further makes provisions for a court (‘Special Court’ under the Prevention of Money-Laundering Act 2002) to declare
a person as a Fugitive Economic Oﬀender.

Fugitive economic oﬀenders include all those individuals against whom an arrest
warrant has been issued for committing economic oﬀences and have left India to
avoid criminal prosecution and refuses to return to the country to face criminal
prosecution.
A unique feature of the Ordinance is that under this it would lay down measures that would allow the Indian Government to conﬁscate the property of
economic oﬀenders absconding from India until they submit themselves to
the jurisdiction of the appropriate legal forum.

Under the ordinance on economic oﬀenders , the following provisions has been laid out which acts as a
signiﬁcant step towards providing an eﬀective, expeditious and constitutionally permissible deterrent to
ensure that such economic malpractices are curtailed . The provisions are as follows:-

1

Presentation of application before the special
court for a declaration that an individual is a Fugitive Economic Oﬀender.

2

Attachment of Fugitive Economic
Oﬀender’s property along with the
proceeds of crime.

3

Issue of notice by ‘Special Court’ to the alleged
individual.

4

Conﬁscation of alleged individual’s
property and crime proceeds.

5

Disentitlement of the alleged individual from
defending any civil claim.

6

Appointment of an administrator to
manage and dispose of the conﬁscated
property.
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